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Identification of specific operating mechanisms becomes particularly challenging when mixed
ionic-electronic conductors are used in optoelectronic devices. Ionic effects in perovskite solar cells
are believed to distort operation curves and possess serious doubts about their long term stability.
Current hysteresis and switchable photovoltaic characteristics have been connected to the kinetics
of ion migration. However, the nature of the specific ionic mechanism (or mechanisms) able to
explain the operation distortions is still poorly understood. It is observed here that the local rear-
rangement of ions at the electrode interfaces gives rise to commonly observed capacitive effects.
Charging transients in response to step voltage stimuli using thick CH3NH3PbI3 samples show two
main polarization processes and reveal the structure of the ionic double-layer at the interface with
the non-reacting contacts. It is observed that ionic charging, with a typical response time of 10 s, is
a local effect confined in the vicinity of the electrode, which entails absence of net mobile ionic
concentration (space-charge) in the material bulk.VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941033]
Interfaces play a central role in every kind of solar cell.
Electronic issues about the energetics and kinetics at the
interface should be considered for efficient charge extraction
and carrier selectivity. For classical photovoltaic structures,
modeling of contact assumes mobile electronic carriers and
incorporates the influence of fixed ionic charges responsible
for the doping character of semiconducting material layers.1
However, the understanding of other kinds of solar cells
becomes more demanding when ionic charges are trans-
ported within light absorbing or electronic conducting layers,
and finally alter the solar cell steady-state operation. There is
one example of an optoelectronic device in which the inter-
play between electronic and ionic properties is determinant:
in electrochemical light-emitting diodes, the ionic charge
kinetics is essential to explain time evolution of the light
power emission as functional materials are mixed ionic-
electronic conductors.2 Also, in photovoltaics, perovskite-
based solar cells constitute a special type of light-harvesting
devices because, in addition to electronic mechanisms, the
presence of moving ionic species is believed to modify
current-voltage curves.3,4 Among other explanations related
to either ferroelectricity5–7 or electronic trapping properties
of perovskites,8 there is growing consensus that the ionic
kinetics lies behind the commonly observed current-voltage
hysteretic response,9–11 and switchable photovoltaic charac-
teristics.12 Several studies have analyzed the defect chemis-
try of hybrid perovskite materials, and the inherent
dependence of their doping character on the processing
route.13,14 It is identified from first-principles computational
analyses that iodine anions can easily migrate through a
vacancy-assisted mechanism, although different calculated
activation energies have been reported.10,11,15 Moreover,
these studies observe the presence of several ionic vacancies
(I, Pb2þ and CH3NH3
þ) in equilibrium at room tempera-
ture, being their final concentrations highly influenced by the
particular synthesis procedure. However, the nature of the
specific ionic mechanism (or mechanisms) able to explain
the hysteretic behavior is still poorly understood. In order to
advance into our comprehension of perovskite solar cell
functioning, knowledge about ionic effects should rely on
sound and informative experiments on interface operation.
Here, we explore charging transients in response to step volt-
age stimuli using thick CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) samples,
and observe two main polarization processes in the dark
connected to the response of the double-layer interfacial
structure: (i) Helmholtz layer formed at MAPbI3/contact
interfaces and (ii) electrode-induced local charge imbalance
within the ion diffuse layer. It is demonstrated here that ionic
charging is a local effect confined at the electrode vicinity.
Local ionic rearrangement gives rise to measurable capaci-
tances, which produce capacitive currents and concomitant
hysteresis behavior as recently shown for hybrid lead iodide
perovskite-based solar cells.16,17
With the aim of separating bulk from interface mecha-
nisms, thick MAPbI3 pellets of different thickness (400–
800lm) are sandwiched between Au contacts (see Figure S1
in supplementary material).18 The synthesis of CH3NH3PbI3
was carried by slow evaporation in gamma-butyrolactone con-
taining stoichiometric amounts of methyl ammonium iodide
and lead iodide. The mixture was placed in an open crystalli-
zation dish into a well-ventilated oven at 170 C during 3 h.
The black powder was characterized by XRD to confirm the
pure perovskite crystallographic structure (Figure S2).18 SEM
analysis also shows a highly crystalline nature of the powder
[Figure 1(a)]. The disks were prepared by pressing at 6 ton
CH3NH3PbI3 powder into a 1.33 cm diameter cylinder pellet
die without any subsequent temperature annealing. The mass
and the respective thickness of the prepared pellets are listed
in Table S1.18 Samples, which form a compact, crack-free
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pellet, are made up of large single crystals with the aim of
reducing the concentration of ionic defects formed at grain
boundaries [Figure S3].18 Samples were directly transferred to
a Quatro Cryosystem vacuum chamber (2.0 103mbar)
from Novocontrol in order to evacuate surface absorbed
water. Our aim here is discerning whether ionic transport
through long distances is responsible for the measured kinetics
of charging in the 10 s time scale, and the extent of the ionic
space charge. Hence, charging time can be used as a discrimi-
nating test among different polarization mechanisms.
Charging transients are registered by means of the
Sawyer-Tower circuit (ST),19,20 which is the classical set-up
typically used to explore hysteretic loops of ferroelectric
materials. In the configuration of the circuit in Figure 1(b), a
voltage signal Vapp is applied to the sample Cx across a refer-
ence linear capacitor C0 (Cx  C0) connected in series,
thereupon the charge in Cx (as in C0) is Q ¼ C0V0, V0 being
the potential drop across the reference capacitor that is moni-
tored with a high input impedance oscilloscope. Related
experiments on CH3NH3PbI3xClx based cells using ST cir-
cuit have shown in previous works16,21 the absence of ferro-
electric behavior at room temperature. Alternatively to the
ST circuit, dielectric responses are better checked by using
other techniques as impedance spectroscopy for higher accu-
racy in the high-frequency (short time) range. We investigate
charging of a set of MAPbI3 pellets (Table S1)
18 in response
to step polarization voltages. By applying rectangular pulses
of height Vapp [Figure 1(c)] into the ST set-up, the signal
V0ðtÞ in the reference capacitor presents a general shape,
which is the combination of two exponentials with different
characteristic times [Figure 1(c)]. Such a general form of the
induced charge can be fitted to the following double expo-
nential equation:
QðtÞ ¼ QHL½1 expðt=sHLÞ þ Qdiff ½1 exp ðt=sdiffÞ;
(1)
Each exponential term in Equation (1) can be associated
with its respective step in the general shape of the signal. As
discussed next, the first exponential term is associated with
the Helmholtz layer dielectric features (represented by the
parameters QHL and sHL), while the second step results from
ionic charging at the diffuse layer contacting the electrode
(with parameters Qdiff and sdiff ). These two polarization
mechanisms constitute the double-layer structure [Figure
1(d)] electrical response and rely upon several recent pro-
posals about the role of mobile ions as defects,9,22 in the
operation of MAPbI3 based solar cells. Particularly, iodide
anions have been identified to contribute as derived from
first-principles simulation analyses.10,11,15 On the other hand,
we carefully checked if the reference capacitor has an influ-
ence on the general response in Figure 1(c). We verified that
the C0 values introduce only minor distortions in the form of
slight undershoots with characteristic time sHL < sref < sdiff
(see Figure S4).18 Nevertheless, double-layer charge contri-
butions are not affected by set-up induced small distortions.
It is first explored the faster rise of the charge signal
through appropriate narrow time windows in Figure 2(a).
After fitting using Equation (1), charges of order nC cm2 are
induced [Figure 2(c)]. As explained below, this amount of
charge can be hardly caused by dielectric polarization of the
bulk MAPbI3 material. Dielectric geometrical capacitances
Cg  27 pF cm2 are expected for an 800lm-thick pellet
(confirmed using impedance spectroscopy in Figure S5,18
in the high frequency part of the spectra), which entails
polarization charges approximately equal to 0.1 nCcm2 for
Vapp ¼ 5V using Q ¼ CgVapp. The previous discrepancy
implies that the fast charging component cannot be originated
by dielectric bulk properties of the MAPbI3 material. Instead,
fast charging signal can be interpreted in terms of the capaci-
tance of the Helmholtz layer dielectric features, as depicted in
Figure 1(d) with CHL ¼ ee0=d, where e is the dielectric con-
stant of the material, e0 stands for the vacuum permittivity,
FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of large CH3NH3PbI3 crystals forming the studied samples. (b) Sawyer-Tower circuit for measurements. (c) Applied rectangular poten-
tial pulse of height Vapp (Agilent 33220A 2MHz function arbitrary waveform generator) in the ST set-up and general shape of the signal V0 (Q ¼ C0V0)
obtained with MAPbI3 pellets, registered with Hewlett Packard Infinium oscilloscope (500MHz, 1 GSa/s). Two different transients (time not in scale) with
their respective steps are observed that correspond to the exponential terms in Equation (1). (d) Schematic representation of the voltage distribution within the
sample (not in scale), and detail of the double-layer interfacial structure. The Helmholtz compact layer behaves as a planar capacitor (linear potential drop),
while the diffuse layer exhibits an exponential voltage drop.
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and d represents the effective separation of the Helmholtz
layer. High capacitances are expected here of the order of
1–10lF cm2 in accordance with low-frequency capacitance
values (Figure S5).18 Different thicknesses and areas are
checked for consistency (Figure S6).18
Longer decay times arise in a more evident way opening
the measuring window in Figure 2(b). Slow dynamic proc-
esses on the order of ten seconds have been identified ear-
lier4,22–25 in transient current and photovoltage decays, and
related to the MAPbI3 structural and interface properties,
even for much thinner (<1lm) samples. Here, we associate
the slower exponential charge increase with the defect ionic
rearrangement at the diffuse layer contacting electrode inter-
faces [Figure 1(d)].16 The induced charges in Figure 2(c)
attain larger values than those resulting from the fast compo-
nent but clearly deviate from a linear trend. Gouy-Chapman
theory26 for the diffuse layer structure [Figure 1(d)] assumes
Poisson equation and Boltzmann distribution in the mean-
field approach resulting in a charge per unit area as
Qdiff ¼ 2ee0kBT
qLD
sinh
qDu
2kBT
 
; (2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute tempera-
ture, q the elementary charge, Du is the potential drop
between the metallic contact and the electrolyte bulk, and LD
accounts for the ionic Debye length
LD ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ee0kBT
q2N
s
: (3)
Here, N is the total density of mobile ions (both positive and
negative defects) forming the interfacial space charge of the
diffuse layer. The analysis is however unable to distinguish
among different ionic defects. By derivation, Equation (2)
reduces to the Debye differential capacitance CD when
Du ¼ 0. It should be recognized that Eq. (2) was originally
devised for liquid electrolytes while the reported experi-
ments involve ionic defects as transport species in a solid
electrolyte. Our proposal is considered then as a starting
point to progress in the otherwise complex problem of ionic
electrode polarization in the solid state.
The fitting of Equation (2) to Qdiff values [solid line in
Figure 2(c)] shows good agreement with the model. Because
only a portion of Vapp drops at the diffuse layer, the model in
Equation (2) assumes a rescaling factor m (Du ¼ Vapp=m) as
a free, voltage-independent fitting parameter. The resulting
value for a single interface is LD ¼ 2366 15 nm. It is also
inferred that for the whole sample m ¼ 366 2, which means
that approximately 3% of Vapp drops in a region in the vicin-
ity of the electrodes (0.06% of the sample thickness),
as illustrated in Figure 1(d). This potential distribution
allows explaining why the bulk properties dominate over
electrode polarization features in impedance response of
thick samples (Figure S8) at high frequencies.18 The ionic
charge concentration calculated by mean of Equation (3)
results in N ¼ 3.9 1013cm3. As mentioned above, this is
the total density, which includes all types of ionic defects, ei-
ther positively or negatively charged. A relatively low defect
concentration is found in the samples, which is in agreement
with our preparation method that allows synthesizing large
MAPbI3 crystals [Figure 1(a)] and largely reduces grain
boundary defects. Thin MAPbI3 samples with smaller crystal
sizes will produce greater ionic defect density N 1017cm3
with reduced LD  10 nm as recently reported.16 This allows
comparing our findings using thick samples with those val-
ues obtained for perovskite solar cells with film thickness of
several hundred nanometers. In both cases, the ionic space
charge zone is confined in a relatively narrow layer contact-
ing the electrode, i.e., LD=L  1. We note here that double
layer interface charging may be altered in those cases in
which a strong chemical interaction occur between MAPbI3
and the contacting materials. Instead of Debye capacitances,
the interface polarization is dominated by the complex inter-
action between electronic and ionic species at both sides of
the contact.27,28 Our experiments can then be considered as
examples of the response of non-reacting contacts.
Finally, the kinetics of slow ionic charging at the diffuse
layer of characteristic response time of order sdiff ¼ 10 s can
FIG. 2. Example of Q(and V0) signals of an 800lm-thick MAPbI3 pellet
(1.33 cm2 of active area) for different Vapp with C0 ¼ 100 nF for short (a)
and long (b) measuring times. Points correspond to experimental data and
the solid red lines the fitting with Equation (1). (c) Values of QHL with
respect to Vapp extracted from fitting using Equation (1), showing a linear
trend (solid line) in accordance with a plane capacitor behavior. Ionic charge
Qdiff values, extracted from fitting using Equation (1), following fitting of
Equation (2) (solid line).
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be used to estimate the ion diffusivity value. The problem of
ion charging dynamics constitutes a well-established issue in
the field of liquid electrolytes and colloids.29 It is usually dis-
tinguished between two time scales: sD ¼ L2D=D and
sL ¼ L2=D, D being the ion diffusion coefficient. These two
time scales, related to either the Debye screening length LD
or the sample thickness L, rarely correlate to the observed
response time. Instead, the diffuse layer charging appears
to be determined by their harmonic mean sdiff ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃsDsLp .
Therefore, the ionic diffusion coefficient can be readily esti-
mated from the charging time sdiff by means of the following
expression:29
sdiff ¼ LDL
D
: (4)
This relationship captures the intuitive idea about the neces-
sary bulk ion transport to build up the diffuse layer, while
keeping the ion rearrangement as a mechanism thermody-
namically determined at LD short ranges. This view agrees
with the equivalent circuit RC model that comprises a bulk
resistance in series with the electrode polarization capaci-
tance, and with the first-order exponential responses of Fig.
2. It is also recognized that other response-time dependences
may appear particularly in the presence of Faradaic currents
(non-blocking or reacting electrodes) or high applied vol-
tages when large extent space-charge regions enter the elec-
trolyte bulk.29 Even charging oscillations have been
observed as with ionic liquids,30–32 although our experiments
exhibit a simpler exponential shape. In any case, Equation
(4) allows extracting the order of magnitude of an ionic
transport parameter. One can obtain D  4 107 cm2 s1,
a value much higher than ionic diffusivities calculated from
indirect methods,11,33 but of similar order than those
extracted from much longer voltage transients.9 We note
here that charging kinetics of order 10 s cannot be explained
solely in terms of ion diffusion across the material bulk.
Long distance ionic transport (400 lm assuming half of the
bulk diffusion path) would entail unrealistic ionic diffusiv-
ities (D ¼ L2=sdiff  104 cm2 s1). If ions are accumulated
by drift through the material bulk, mobility values should
be as high as l ¼ L2=sdiffVapp  3 105 cm2V1 s1 (for
Vapp ¼ 5V), again unphysical values for ionic species. These
last comments reinforce our claim about the origin of the
electrode polarization mechanism. Space charge occurs by a
local imbalance of characteristic size equaling the ionic
Debye length, with a kinetics coupled with the ion bulk
transport. Charging then is restricted in the vicinity of the
electrode under the regime LD=L  1, which predicts non-
existent ionic gradient concentration in the material bulk.
In summary, the ST circuit allows checking the charging
response of thick MAPbI3 samples. This procedure has
revealed the electrical structure of the interfacial double-
layer formed by mobile ions at non-interacting Au contacts.
Two different charging mechanisms have been identified
linked with the Helmholtz and diffuse layers. It is discussed
how the charging is governed by the local imbalance at the
interface with an extension equaling the ionic Debye length
that depends on the ionic defect concentration. Our approach
highlights the mixed-conductor character of lead halide
perovskites and establishes solid basis for solar cell model-
ing and experiment interpretation.
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